UDW+ Dean's Dashboard
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This dashboard provides an overview a school's finances, faculty and staff, teaching, and sponsored program activity. The dashboard generally provides a static view of a school's activities to complement other sources that provide current information.

- Finance and sponsored program summary metrics are for the prior fiscal year.
- Faculty/staff headcount metrics are from the official annual snapshot taken on November 1.
- Student headcounts are from the fall census.

The link to the Departmental Metrics Dashboard at the top of this page provides access to more detailed departmental information.

Access

Access to this dashboard is authorized by the Dean's Office.

Help

For assistance with this dashboard contact the UDW+ team: udw.plus@nyu.edu.

Briefing Book Data Sources

Revenue and Expense
- UDW+ FMS NYU Budget Summary

Student Census Headcount
- UDW+ SIS Registration Pipeline

Faculty and Staff Headcounts
- UDW+ HR IPEDS Employee & Position Snapshot

Sponsored Program Metrics
- UDW+ UDM Projects